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1. Find the interest rate needed for an investment of

$5000 to grow to an amount of $6000 in 3 years if interest

is compounded continuously.

[§5･3 #25]
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2. The proprietors of the Coachmen Innsecured two loans

hom the Union Bank: one for $8000 due in 3 years and

one for $15,000 due in 6 years, both at an interest rate of

lo瑞/year compounded semiannually･ The bank agreed

to allow the two loans to be Consolidated into one loan

payable in 5 years at the same interest rate･ How much

will the proprietors have to pay the bank at the end of 5

years?

[§5･3 #33]
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3. Find the absolute extrema of

g(a) - (2惹一一1)e~鵜on l0,∞),

[§5･4 #45]
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4. The Lady Bug, a women's clothing chain store, found

that i Clays a龍er the end of a sales promotion the volllme

of sales was glVen by

s(i)-20,000(1+e-05t) (o≦き≦5)

dollars.

a. Find the rate of change of The Lady Bug's sales volume

when t=4

b. In how many days will the sales volume drop below

$27,4007

[§5･4 #57]
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Calculus Homework Assignment 7

5. Find the derivative of the function.

a.I(3)-竺些　b.f(3)-J高
髄

[§5･5 #17, 21]
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6. The population of a town t months a請er the estab-

lishment of a biotech research center nearby is glVen by

P(i) -
40 + 80eO O6t

20+eOO6t

where P(i) is measured in thousands･ Find the relative

rate of growth of the population 5 years a鯖er the estab-

lishment of the biotech research center.

[§5･5 #75]
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7. Wood deposits recovered from an archeologlCal site

contain 20% of the C-14 they originally contained. How

long ago did the tree form which the wood was obtained

die? [§5･6 #11]
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8･ The length (in eentimeters) of a typical Paci丘c halibut

i years old is approximately

f(i) - 200(1 - 0.956e~0 18i)

a. What is the length of a typlCa1 5-year-old Paci丘c hal-

ibut?

b. How fast is the length of a typlCa1 5-year一〇ld Pacmc

halibut increasing?

C. What is the maximum length a typlCal Paci負c halibut

can attain?

[§5･6 #19]
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